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And here is a partial copy of an inspiring interview that you'll find
in the 2-nd edition of A Prayer That Always Works!
Q: How do you attract miracles?
A: It's simple. When I use A Prayer That Always Works, I ask for miracles! I can have 20
different things on my list that I include in the prayer and at the end, I would ask for miracles!
Once I experienced what it is asking for miracles and getting them, it became sort of an
addition. I even began to study and investigate how to get miracles. When I prayed for certain
situations where miracles would seem like an only solution and I got those miracles, I quickly
understood that getting miracles it is not a fairy tale. So, I just ask for them in a prayer! My
other way to get miracles is to feel that me (in your case you) is a miracle, this moment is a
miracle, everything is a miracle and whole Universe is a miracle. I also catch myself trying not
to engage in complaints when others complain. Because complaining takes you away from
miracles. When others complain, I clear. I don't clear on them. I clear on me that somehow, I
hear the complaints. Remember about 100% responsibility and that outer World including
others is a projection? So, what I do is take full responsibility that I hear a complaint and I
clear. Another way I attract miracles is practicing gratitude. Sometimes it is still hard and
sometimes I feel even naive but those feelings are blockages. We can always be grateful for
something. Another way I attract miracles is I choose to be aware what I think about. When I
get negative thoughts, I make choices. I choose to inject positivity! So, when I get negative
thoughts, I begin to choose to think about something positive, like gratitude. Finally, if
problems get bad, I use all known means to solve them and I begin to seek and create other
methods. Sometimes, I modify methods or even simplify them. I know many more methods to

attract miracles left and right because I like this subject a lot! This is something I am very
passionate about!!! And I am telling you methods that I do lately! And of course, I use A Prayer
That Always Works! All the time!!!

Q: What are the different forms of interferances and how to remove them?

Oh, God, what a question! Thank you! I don't even know where to begin to answer it. I will
begin somewhere. As you know it, today the World is not easy. Yet, as you know it, it doesn't
have to be. I already know it. When I say “not easy”, I mean that it is complex. We experience
so many things. And with such experiences come experiences of interferances. When I think
about forms of interferances, these are the forms of interferances that come to my mind: selfinterferances, astrological, ancestral, Karmic, past-life, negative influences, weather can
cause interferances, radio waves, unidentified interferances, metaphysical interferances,
interferances from people that surround us – even our loved ones, interferances from space,
locational interferances, conscious and subconscious interferances, mental and emotional
interferances... There are so many forms of interferances! How do I remove them? Well,
again, I realize that nothing is independent outside of me. I take 100% responsibility and
clear. I used to try to identify where the interference is coming from but the more I clear, the
less I do it. It just doesn't matter anymore. What matters is that I clear so I am free from
interferances. I also realize that some interferances are good. For example, some are more
like warning signs. So, what I do is I clear. Sure, I use other methods too like Remote
Influencing, Magick, using logic, keeping my emotions up. All this helps! Sometimes, I slow
down and ask: “What is this interference is trying to tell me?”. Sometimes there is a learning
lesson there. But what I primarily do is I clear. I clear on emotions a lot because interferances
are aimed to trigger emotions like frustration, anger, impatience... I let these emotions come
up and I clear.

Q: Why and how this prayer (A Prayer That Always Works) works in deeper details?
A: Well, I certainly put a lot of details and explanations in this ebook. But if you want to do
deeper, why don't we go to the real depth right away? At the deep, deep level, things are
simple. Imagine that there is a part of you without limitations... Anything is possible there... It
is your connection to God and it is a God part of you. When you do A Prayer That Always
Works, it takes you to... Read more >>>
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